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#TB-2 - TAPERED BELT ~ TONGUE END 
The tongue end of our tapered belt has 
seven holes. Your waist measurement will 
be to the middle hole. This will allow you a 
full range of six inches to take in our let our 
your belt based on what clothing you wear 
under it. $89.95 

#TB-2 - TAPERED BELT ~ BUCKLE 
END Our belt is 2 1/2" tapering down to 1 
½" at both the tongue & buckle end for ease 
of fastening. A very common cartridge belt 
worn in the Old West. Ours comes standard 
with a square Garrison buckle & 18 bullet 
loops in your cartridge. Additional bullet 
loops available for $1 per loop. We 
recommend an upgrade to the rectangular 
clipped corner buckle in nickel or brass for 
$10 more. Don't forget our nickel plated 
movie prop shells with solid copper bullets 
for your display. 

#10B SHOTGUN SHELL BELTS - Shotgun 
shell belt with 18 loops standard & edge groove - 
$89.95 Addition of conchos, larger buckle, ornate 
initials or fancy stamping available. With edge 
stamping $99.95 

 

  
          

   #BB-1 - BILLETED GUN BELT with 18 
bullet loops with edge stamping $189.95. 
Stylized copy of an original in the National 
Cowboy Museum - 1880's - $99.95 with edge 
groove.         

#TB-1 - Buffalo Belt Tapered belt for any 
rifle or pistol cartridge. Deluxe version 
includes fancy edge stamping, tooled buffalo 
heads, and lining ~ 159.95. Hunter 2 1/2" 
version with edge groove, unlined  with 18 
loops for any cartridge ~ $99.95 

#CS-1 CARTRIDGE BELT SLIDES -Rifle, 
pistol bullet, or shotgun shell slides for pant belt or 
gun belt. Made with more authentic brass studs. 
Adapted from original in Oklahoma museum. 
Normally with six loops and edge groove  $34.95 
or one row of edge stamping- $39.95 each or two 
for $78.00. 

                                     
#CX-2 - SHARPS CARTRIDGE BOX -Holds 
12 rounds of 45.70 and is very similar to the 
original. Large US or CS can be stamped on to 
the flap. $89.95  

#PB-1 PANT BELTS Top "Duke" belt. 
Deep edge grooving is set off with nicely 
burnished edges and a square nickel plated 
Garrison buckle- $29.95. The second belt is 
a ladies 1" style with fancy buckle and 
stamping- $49.95 or with plain brass buckle- 
$19.95. The bottom belt is our Men's 1 1/2" 
belt with edge stamping and engraved nickel 
buckle and keeper only $39.95. Fancy 
buckles, keepers, and tips are available. Call 
for choice. 

CX-1COLT .45 AUTOMATIC DOUBLE CLIP 
POUCH -A repeat customer in law enforcement 
along the border helped us create this turn of the 
century .45 Auto double clip pouch with brass 
studs instead of non-authentic snaps. The perfect 
companion to the Colt Automatic holster. $89.95 
Chisholm's Trail Original 

             

#CX-3 - SOUTHERN CAP 
BOX - Good sized 
Southern percussion cap 
or cartridge box with inner 
flap and natural wool 
fleece lining. Edge 
stamping with Maker's 
mark. Riveted belt loops on 
rear will fit 2 ½" to 3" belt. ~ 
89.95 
  

#CX - 4 - Northern Cap 
Box - Regulation cap box 
often used for cartridges 
like Gus McRae in 
"Lonesome Dove." Inner 
flap and fleece inside. Will 
fit on a ¾" military or up to 
2 ½" civilian belt. In Black 
only. $49.95 

 

 
 


